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linear collider was born at the first ICFA workshop which was held at Fermilah 

nine years ago. Tha t workshop brought together people from all over the world 

who were interested in advanced electron-positron colliders, and 1 believe ii if 

fair to say that the work done there led directly to both the SLC and to the 

broad interests expressed by scientists in all of ihe regions of the world for still 

more advanced elettron-positron colliders. 

The high energy physics community is a relatively small one. and it is still 

possible for one person to know most of the people working it, and to have seri'>u' 

disrussions with them. It is from those discussions that I know ihnt my European. 

Japanese, and Soviet colleagues are as interested as I am in building the niiichinr 

which, for ecumenical reasons, I call the NLC, or Next Linear Collider. 

It is important lo all of us to consider how to manage cooperation in this 

area without rousing interregional rivalries, or al least without rousing them 

prematurely. Toward this end I have a modest proposal to make, but before 

making that proposal I will briefly discuss some of the scientific and technical 

issues which must be resolved before such a machine can be built and then return 

to internationalism. 

I I . P H Y S I C S I S S U E S 

In principle, electron-positron colliders have two great advantages over proton 

colliders. These are: 

1. Democracy - all cross-sections are of the order of one unit of R as long as 

the particles produced have electromagnetic or weak charge. 

2. Cleanliness - lepton and hadron yields are comparable and peripheral pro

cesses are small at large P-j- and distinguishable wiih simple cuts. 

Unfortunately, the cross-sections of interest are small at high energies as is 

the case for proton colliders as well. Figure 1 shows the cross-section as a function 

of center-of-mass energy. The annihilation cross-seciion_dj^fc like E1 a i d has 
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Ladies and gentlemen, let me begin with an apology for being late to this 
important meeting. I have a conflicting engagement, but I f xpect to arrive tonight 
and will be with you lomorro«v. I appear in this virtual state by invitation of our 
chairman, Yoshio Yamaguchi, who flatters mc by believing that my perspective 
is important. 

I assume thai you have already heard, or will soon hear, much about the 
future of proton machines and so 1 will not spend any time on that topic other 
than to say that the goal of achieving parton collision energies sufficient to pro
duce particles of around 1 TeV mass is an important one for high energy physics. 
Proton machines arc now the quickest way to get there. I will spend my time 
talking about the future of electron-positron colliders. 

It is generally agreed that reaching collision energies much beyond the energy 
available from LEP II requires the construction of advanced linear colliders if 
these machines are to be built in a cost-effective fashion. It is interesting to note 
- especially on this occasion - that the modern, high energy, high luminosity 
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Table 1 
SLC Compared to *0LD" and New Technology 1 TcV NLC 

SLC SLC Technology —"" "1 
New Technology 

Energy (CcV) 100 1000 100D 

Repetition Rate {Hz) ISO 360 90 

Luminosity (cm J s ' ') 6 x 103' 10 3 3 10 s 3 

Accelerator Gradient (MV/rn) 20 20 200 

RF Frequency (GHz) 2.86 2.86 114 

Peak RF Power per M. of 
Accelerator (M\V) 20 20 1200 

Length (km) 3 60 5 

Wall Plug Power (MW) 50 500 100 

Of X Cy 1.6 x l.G 0.4 x 0.4 I x 0.005 

There is a great deal to do in accelerator R&D to create the technology base 
required for an economical and efficient NLC. There are four areas that need 
considerable work: 

Theoretical studies 
Low emittance sources 
Efficient and stable accelerators 
High precision final focus 

While the largest amount of money will be involved in the accelerator and its 
power sources to drivv the NLC, an enormous amount of work is required in 
all of these areas. It is very difficult for any one laboratory to do all the work 
required for one particular approach to this type of machine, and it is probably 
impossible for any one laboratory to afford the resources and manpower required 
to investigate many of the promising alternatives. 
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a structure corresponding to the known narrow resonances. As about 100 GcV 
in the cenU-r of mass a new peripheral process involving W exchange appears 
and starts to rise, and this becomes comparable to the annihilation crews-section 
in region of the 1 TeV. 1 have marked the figure, which 1 borrowed from Ugo 
Amalcii, showing the region of the NLC which Bpans the range from 1 / 2 - 2 TeV 
in the center of mass. 

Any machine that wc build must have enough luminosity to produce sufficient 
events to study the physics that wc are interested in, and I define that as about 
1000 events pur 107 seconds per unit of R. This implies that the luminosity 
required is 

I - • i D 3 3 ( £ * | T e V i ) 2 c n r ; , B - 1 . 

Hy this criteria a machine with a center-of-mass en'-gy of 1/2 TeV requires a 
luminosity of about 3 x 10 3 2 , while one of 2 TeV requires a luminosity of 4 x 10 3 3 . 

III . ACCELERATOR ISSUES 

With ihis very crude collection of requirements as input Figure 2 gives our 
viow ;it SI,AC of tin- accelerator issues. One might build an NLC at the lower 
bound oi" interesting energies with moderate extensions of present technology, but 
machine;; with energies of 1 TeV or above are going to require new approaches. 
This is illustrated in Table 1 which compares the parameters of the SLC, a I TeV 
collider buill using SLC technology, and a 1 TeV machine using one of several 
possible approaches to new technology; pulsed, high power rf sources at much 
higher frequency than the SLC. 1 think one can build the "SLC technology" 
machine, but 1 would hate to have to pay for 60 km of it, or to pay the operating 
costs Tor i /2 gigawatt of power. New technology can shrink the length and shrink 
thff power requirements. 
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F I G U R E C A P T I O N S 

FiEurc 1- C « w - s « t i o n vcmu» cenur-of-mass energy for electron-positron frac
tions Thr- region between 0.5 and 2 TcV is th* region of t h , NIX. n«- !.«,.« « 
from U. AmaMi. CKIIN EP 87-W. with additions. 

Figure 2: A ro. . C h estimation of technology r«t«i™iwn • <<>< « « « f o , l i ( 1 * ' r s i , k 

the Luminosity Kin-ray plane. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agenc) of I lie: United S l i i ^ 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor ,niy of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any Icg:il luhility or rcuportM-
bilily for the accuracy, completeness, in usefulness of any mlomuiion. ^ppaijiuv product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately i>*ncd rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service b> u-jile njme, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United Slates Government or any agency thereof The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United Slates Government or any agency thereof. 
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IV. A MODEST PROPOSAL 

Our goal at SI,AC is to complete the R&D required in time to start the 
construction of our -version of the \i\.C in the mid-90's ± a couple of years, I 
believe the |>oals of our K.impean, Japanese and Soviet colleagues arc identical. 
Thus we ought to be able lo work out a method to avoid duplication and to move 
the whole effort along faster and more economically than if one group tried to 
do it all 

My proposal is simply to do the R&D internationally. Make it a mix of 
coordinated and collaborative work, for we will all move faster that way and 
there ate no secrets in accelerator pbysic3 anyway. 

(•uvernments and circumstances in the future will determine where and when 
a machine is built. We can argue about that later and cooperate now, for thai 
cooperation will serve all of our best long-range interests. 

Who knows? Perhaps if wc gel into the habit we can even get together on 
build'UR such a machine. 

V, HOLE OP ICFA 

Is there a role for ICFA in all of this? 1 will be interested in hearing the panel 
discussion on accelerator R&D which in scheduled for later in the week. My own 
personal opinion is that ICFA is best at facilitating long-range R&D work* and 
so should probably concentrate its efforts on the R&D required to go beyond the 
NLC white leaving NLC to the actor* in our drama. 

As to the MLC program itself, we probably should all get together some time 
in the fall of '88 and have an extended workshop on where we are and where we 
are going. SLAC would be happy to host it. 
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